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Purpose: When an intensity-modulated radiation beam is delivered to a moving target, the interplay
effect between dynamic beam delivery and the target motion due to miss-synchronization can cause
unpredictable dose delivery. The portal dose image in electronic portal imaging device (EPID) rep-
resents radiation attenuated and scattered through target media. Thus, it may possess information
about delivered radiation to the target. Using a continuous scan (cine) mode of EPID, which pro-
vides temporal dose images related to target and beam movements, the authors’ goal is to perform
four-dimensional (4D) dose reconstruction.
Methods: To evaluate this hypothesis, first, the authors have derived and subsequently validated a fast
method of dose reconstruction based on virtual beamlet calculations of dose responses using a test
intensity-modulated beam. This method was necessary for processing a large number of EPID images
pertinent for four-dimensional reconstruction. Second, cine mode acquisition after summation over
all images was validated through comparison with integration mode acquisition on EPID (IAS3 and
aS1000) for the test beam. This was to confirm the agreement of the cine mode with the integrated
mode, specifically for the test beam, which is an accepted mode of image acquisition for dosimetry
with EPID. Third, in-phantom film and exit EPID dosimetry was performed on a moving platform
using the same beam. Heterogeneous as well as homogeneous phantoms were used. The cine images
were temporally sorted at 10% interval. The authors have performed dose reconstruction to the in-
phantom plane from the sorted cine images using the above validated method of dose reconstruction.
The reconstructed dose from each cine image was summed to compose a total reconstructed dose
from the test beam delivery, and was compared with film measurements.
Results: The new method of dose reconstruction was validated showing greater than 95.3% pass rates
of the gamma test with the criteria of dose difference of 3% and distance to agreement of 3 mm. The
dose comparison of the reconstructed dose with the measured dose for the two phantoms showed pass
rates higher than 96.4% given the same criteria.
Conclusions: Feasibility of 4D dose reconstruction was successfully demonstrated in this study.
The 4D dose reconstruction demonstrated in this study can be a promising dose validation method
for radiation delivery on moving organs. © 2013 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4799941]
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the treatment of a moving organ various delivery and
planning techniques have been developed to reduce an in-
ternal margin while not compromising tumor control.1–9 All
of these advancements have been made possible by assum-
ing reasonably accurate real-time acquisition of patient’s tar-
get movement by using external surrogates (respiratory gated
radiation therapy) or internally implanted markers (motion
adaptive delivery).10–13 Regarding this assumption, however,
the accuracy of the real-time acquisition and thus that of

planned adaptive delivery remains to be confirmed. This is be-
cause a patient’s internal organ may exhibit movement which
is not detectable by external surrogates due to baseline shift
and other changes in the respiratory traces of a patient.14, 15

Such movement involves geometrical changes as well as den-
sity changes of calculation voxels of target and neighboring
organs, compared with conditions of patients’ anatomy at the
time of treatment planning, thereby leading to differences in
dose delivery. In addition to the above considerations, inter-
play of dynamic IMRT delivery and lung motion has been re-
ported to cause differences in delivered dose.16, 17 As a quality
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assurance measure, therefore, retrospective verification of
such deliveries on moving organs might be necessary.18

The transit radiation dosimetry in electronic portal imag-
ing device (EPID) is a well-documented method of dose
validation.19–22 Images in EPID represent the irradiated beam
that has undergone attenuation through the target organ. This
idea can be utilized for the case of moving beam and organs.
Through the continuous (cine) imaging in EPID, the recorded
images, in principle, represent the beam (position and out-
put) attenuated through the organ (position). In support of this
idea, the continuous dose imaging of exit radiation by EPID
was recently demonstrated with sufficient dosimetric accu-
racy by McCurdy and Greer.23 Han-Oh et al.24 demonstrated
the feasibility of using EPID images to determine the geo-
metrical accuracy of tumor tracking treatment with a moving
MLC system.

The continuous transit images using EPID (Ref. 23) can be
utilized for reconstructing dose in a patient, provided that 4D
anatomical information representative of patient’s treatment
position is acquired.26 Such 4D imaging was demonstrated by
a four-dimensional cone-beam CT (4D CBCT) introduced by
Sonke et al.26 While it remains to be answered whether or not
the 4D imaging is made possible during radiation delivery to
the patient, thereby acquiring representative anatomical infor-
mation of a patient during treatment, this is beyond the scope
of this study. This study is intended to test on the feasibility
of the 4D dose reconstruction from transit imaging as a first
attempt. To our knowledge, no report exists on the 4D dose
reconstruction in a patient performed inversely from transit
images.

Therefore, this study aimed at proposing and validating
the 4D dose reconstruction. To achieve this aim, we first in-
troduced a method of generalized dose response suitable for
the 4D dose reconstruction that involves the number of re-
construction processes equivalent to the number of cine im-
ages. We later developed a program to apply the method
for 4D dose reconstruction on phantoms and validated the
method.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Dose reconstruction method based on
responses to virtual beamlets

The method of dose reconstruction we have developed in
our prior study utilizes dose responses to unit virtual beamlet
intensities in phantom and EPID.25 The virtual beamlet was
previously defined as a unit field opening with a small size
(for example, 0.5 × 0.5 cm). Thus, the entire opening of a
beam segment is occupied by multiple unit field openings, and
thus virtual beamlets. To review the method, we first describe
doses deposited in EPID and phantom mathematically. The
virtual beamlet dose response in EPID, Re(t), at time t, when

multiplied (i.e., superposition) with virtual beamlet intensity
at time t, I (t), generates the dose deposited in EPID at time t,
E(t), as shown in Eq. (1):

E(t) = Re(t) · I (t). (1)

Similarly, the virtual beamlet dose deposited in phantom
P (t) is derived in Eq. (2):

P (t) = Rp(t) · I (t), (2)

where Rp(t) is the virtual beamlet dose response in the phan-

tom. From Eqs. (1) and (2), we derive Eq. (3):

P (t) = Rp(t) · [Re(t)−1 · E(t)]. (3)

Equation (3) shows linear relationship between the responses
Re(t) and Rp(t) and between the doses E(t) and P (t),

respectively.25 Note that Eqs. (1)–(3) are exact in the com-
putational sense, employing calculated values for each term.
After the responses of all virtual beamlets with unit intensities
that fills the field opening (i.e., beam segment, if IMRT) were
acquired by Monte Carlo calculation on the given phantom
and EPID models, the responses were then used to establish
the relationship in Eqs. (1) and (2). A more detailed descrip-
tion is given in our prior study.25

When actual radiation delivery with a particular intensity
map (MLC positions and beam segment output) occurs, in
Eqs. (1) and (3), E(t) is replaced with a measurement value
E′(t); P (t) with deposited dose P ′(t); Re(t) and Rp(t) by the

measured responses to the virtual beamlets within delivered
segments Re

′(t) and Rp
′(t), respectively. Equation (3) can then

be written as

P ′(t) = Rp
′(t) · [Re

′(t)−1 · E′(t)]. (4)

This equation is exact in the experimental sense with each
term representing actual delivery. By replacing E(t) in Eq. (3)
with a measurement value E′(t), deposited dose P ′(t) from ac-
tual delivery is reconstructed. The accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion relies on that of the calculated responses Re(t) and Rp(t)

in predicting actual delivery (i.e., measurements) in terms of
responses Re

′(t) and Rp
′(t).

When we apply the above method of dose reconstruc-
tion to 4D cases, we face computational challenges. With our
method of dose reconstruction,25 Eq. (3) has been designed
to be used for the given MLC (i.e., beam segments) and pa-
tient positions involved in IMRT delivery. This implies that
the responses Re(t) and Rp(t) have to be calculated for virtual

beamlets in every beam-segment aperture of an IMRT beam
which changes with time until the assigned MU delivery is
completed. In addition to this effort, the temporal dose recon-
struction involves additional consideration of changes in pa-
tient positions with time. This approach necessitates as many
calculations as the number of combinatory positions of a mov-
ing phantom and a beam aperture, thus requiring significant
computational resources. In order to avoid this, our method
of dose reconstruction was adapted to use the response to vir-
tual beamlets under a jaw opening (defined by jaws that en-
close the MLC apertures of an IMRT beam) when we recon-
struct the deposited dose in phantom for delivered beam in-
tensities (defined by delivered MLC-shaped apertures). Such
responses are more generalized as they are not specific to a
beam aperture shape, and are applicable to any beam aperture
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enclosed within the jaw opening. These generalized responses
save us from considering the variable component of tempo-
ral beam changes; only phantom position changes need to be
considered.

To describe the new method mathematically, let us first
write equations similar to Eqs. (1)–(3) employing virtual
beamlet dose response in EPID and phantom under the
jaw opening, R

g
e and R

g
p, respectively (i.e., generalized re-

sponses):

E = Rg
e · I . (5)

Similarly,

P = Rg
p · I . (6)

From Eqs. (5) and (6), we derive Eq. (7):

P = Rg
p · [Rg−1

e · E], (7)

where the time variable is removed, because there is no tem-
poral change of a radiation field (aperture) by a jaw opening.
This equation is exact in a computational sense.

Our goal for the new method is to avoid calculating the
responses to the delivered virtual beamlets associated with
IMRT delivery in Eq. (7) (not considering temporal beam
change by MLC aperture change). To reach this goal, we can
start by formulating equations similar to Eqs. (5) and (6) for
delivered beamlets while we choose to keep the generalized
responses unchanged. Then, we have the following expres-
sions:

E′(t) ∼= Rg
e · Ip(t), (8)

P ′(t) ∼= Rg
p · Ip(t), (9)

where Ip(t) is the pseudo-delivered virtual beamlet intensity,
not an actual delivered intensity, that is defined to approx-
imate the equality. If the responses to the delivered beam-
lets Re

′(t) and Rp
′(t) and the delivered beamlet intensity I ′(t)

were used in Eqs. (8) and (9), the two equations would be
exact [restoring Eq. (4)]. As the generalized responses were
used, in order to approximate the equality Ip(t) was defined.
Note that the equality can only be approximated, because
Eqs. (8) and (9) are matrix formulations consisting of multiple
linear equations. From Eqs. (8) and (9), we derive Eq. (10):

P ′(t) ∼= Rg
p · [

Rg−1

e · E′(t)
]
. (10)

Equation (10) becomes exact [it becomes Eq. (4)] when
the equality exists between the response ratio operators,

R
g
p · [Rg−1

e · ] and R′
p(t) · �R′

e(t)−1 · � of the jaw and MLC

segment openings, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The equal-
ity in Eq. (10) is an approximation as much as the equality
between the response ratios is approximate. However, the in-
accuracy associated with this relation is smaller than that of
each response by an order of magnitude due to the use of
response “ratio” [i.e., superposition of Re(t) and Rp(t)−1 · ]

rather than responses. In more detail, the difference between

FIG. 1. Response ratio operator of virtual beamlet under jaw opening
that replaces the response ratio of delivered beamlet under beam segments
(colored).

R
g
p and Rp is as obvious as the difference between irradiated

doses from a jaw opening and a shaped MLC aperture, respec-
tively. However, the difference between the ratio-like quanti-

ties such as R
g
p · [Rg−1

e · ] and R′
p(t) · �R′

e(t)−1 · � of the

two openings, respectively, is not as obvious. This mathemat-
ical trend was later proven by the good pass rates of the vali-
dation experiments (results). Furthermore, a finite phase (i.e.,
ten temporal phases) of phantom images was utilized in this
study. As such time-approximate images were used to repre-
sent patient’s position on which responses were calculated for
4D dose reconstruction, the response ratio calculations could
be approximated as well. This new method does eliminate
the need of modeling the dynamic (temporal) beam compo-
nent for response calculation; only the moving positions of
the phantom of concern need to be considered. In the follow-
ing study, this derivation has been first validated and the four-
dimensional dose reconstruction using the method has been
performed.

II.B. Phantom imaging

In order to validate the above method and to perform
the 4D dose reconstruction, phantoms were prepared and
imaged. A homogeneous phantom was placed on a mov-
able (but kept static) platform as shown in Fig. 2(a) and
was imaged with CT. Even if it was to be used for the
4D dose reconstruction, four-dimensional imaging would not
be necessary as the phantom does not contain any hetero-
geneity, and thus is invariable over time. The homogeneous
phantom consisted of two 5 cm-thick slabs. To prepare a
heterogeneous phantom, the 5-cm thick heterogeneous slab
shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) was prepared with a drilled
pyramid-shape hole within it. With the hole facing upward,
the slab was placed on top of a homogeneous 5-cm thick
slab to constitute a heterogeneous phantom as a combination.
The isocenter was placed at the center of the hole for the
heterogeneous phantom and at the mid depth (5 cm) of the
two phantoms that were placed above the platform at the base
position. The hole-structure in the heterogeneous phantom ef-
fectively provided heterogeneity (lung/tissue) suitable for this
study. Temporal imaging of the heterogeneous phantom was
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Measurement setup. (a) Film is sandwiched in the middle of the two 5 cm solid water phantoms on a moving platform. (b) The top view of the top slab
that has a cavity. (c) A cavity in (b) cross-sectional view. Each distance in the cavity is 2 cm. The phantom moved horizontally along in-plane.

done while the platform was moving with a period of 4.5 s
over a distance of 4 cm. The 4D CT images were sorted in
terms of phases at 10% interval. The acquired images were
used for dose calculations in phantom and EPID throughout
this study.

II.C. Reconstruction method validation

For the validation of the method, a test beam was designed
and used to irradiate the 10 cm-thick flat phantom and EPID.
The dose reconstruction was then performed from EPID im-
ages and compared with in-phantom film measurement.

II.C.1. Test beam

The test beam was composed of three (in x-direction;
step-and-shoot), columnar irradiations shaped by MLC (see
Fig. 3). The first segment was 3 cm wide and was spaced be-
tween 4.5 (X2) and 1.5 cm (X1); the second was 6 cm wide
and was spaced between 4.5 (X2) and −1.5 cm (X1); the third
was 9 cm wide and was spaced between 4.5 (X2) and −4.5 cm
(X1). The collimator was rotated by 90o, so that the segment
change was done along the in-plane direction. Weightings of
the three segments were equally distributed. This created a
half-pyramid-shape beam irradiated by a step-and-shoot man-
ner. The test beam with 6 MV at 300 MU/min and a total de-
livery of 80 MU was used throughout this study.

II.C.2. Measurements

For EPID measurements, the image calibration of aS1000
EPID was first carried out to correct for variant pixel outputs.
A flood field (an open beam of 22 × 17 cm2) flattened un-
der a 10 cm-thick solid water phantom (95.0 cm SSD) was
used to irradiate EPID. The device was positioned at a rela-
tively large distance of 183 cm. In this setup, the flat beam

profile can uniformly cover the imager.27 After the image cal-
ibration, the dose calibration of EPID images was performed,
creating a dose calibration matrix between the measured im-
age of the flat flood field to the corresponding calculated dose
image using the EPID model described in our other study.28

After the calibration, the test beam was irradiated on the 10-
cm thick homogeneous phantom [Fig. 2(a)] and EPID that
was placed at 150 cm. The measured pixel number of EPID
was converted to dose using the acquired calibration matrix.
All measurements in this section were done on the integration
mode of image acquisition in EPID.

During the test beam irradiation, in-phantom film dosime-
try was concurrently performed at the mid plane of the phan-
tom, in between the two slabs shown in Fig. 2(a). For film
dosimetry, calibration measurements were performed at the

1st segment

2nd segment 

3rd segment 

MLC openings 

Radiation images created in EPID 

1st segment

2nd segment

3rd segment 

Isocenter

3cm3cm3cm

FIG. 3. A test IMRT beam used in this study.
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same measurement condition (phantom and depth) using a
6 MV X-ray beam, the field size of 6 × 6 cm2, and monitor
units ranging from 0 to 100 at the interval of 10 MUs.25, 29

The X-Omatic V (XV) film was used and developed by
Kodak X-OMAT 2000A processor, read by a scanner
(Dosimetry pro, Vidar, Herndon, VA, US), and digitized by
RIT114 system (RIT, Colorado Springs, CO, US). The cali-
bration curve was derived based on the two sets of data: one
is net optical densities and the other is dose calculated by
the XVMC code at the calibration condition (i.e., measure-
ment depth and field size) in the scanned phantom images.30

The Monte Carlo calculation was used because the dose cal-
ibration of EPID image was against the calculated dose im-
age, as discussed above, which is based on a nominal output
(not daily fluctuated output). The in-phantom dose was recon-
structed from the dose-calibrated EPID image, and then com-
pared with the in-phantom film. Therefore, the film needed
to be calibrated against a nominal output as calculated at
the same measurement condition, provided that the Monte
Carlo code was accurate within 1% error from ion chamber
measurement in our prior work.25 Our approach was to val-
idate the method of dose reconstruction. However, for appli-
cation, EPID images can be calibrated against a daily fluctu-
ated dose (considered in the Monte Carlo EPID model). The
measured film image of the test beam was filtered using a
median filter (5 × 5 pixels) by the film evaluation system
(Radiologic Imaging Technology, Colorado Springs, CO) to
reduce noise in the film data with fine resolution (0.178 mm)
and converted into dose using the acquired calibration curve.

II.C.3. Dose reconstruction

Dose responses were calculated for dose reconstruction.
For the response calculation, the scanned phantom images
obtained previously were transferred into the XVMC code.30

Behind the scanned images in the code, we have placed our
EPID model. We have calculated the virtual beamlet dose re-
sponses R

g
e and R

g
p with the unit beamlet size of 0.5 × 0.5 cm2

sampled across the open beam (10 × 10 cm2) in the ho-
mogeneous flat phantom and the EPID using the code. The
calculations were performed at the resolution of 0.25 × 0.3
× 0.25 cm3 in the phantom which can provide statistically
significant calculation results (<3% uncertainty). Varian 120
leaf MLC modeling in XVMC, which contains tongue-and-
groove and rounded leaf tip modeling, was used. The couch
was not modeled in this study, but the predetermined amount
of attenuation (2.5% from our measurements in EPID with
and without couch) was considered. Using the acquired re-
sponses and the EPID image of the test beam [in Eq. (10)],
we have performed dose reconstruction in the mid plane of
the phantom and compared it with the film measurement. The
dose in the same plan was also forwardly calculated.

II.D. 4D dose reconstruction

II.D.1. Validation of EPID cine imaging

Four-dimensional dose reconstruction requires 4D (i.e.,
temporal or cine) EPID imaging. Although the cine mode

acquisition on EPID (IAS3 and aS1000) was documented
as a reliable mode of image acquisition by McCurdy and
Greer,23 it was validated specifically for the test beam in this
study. The latter was done because McCurdy and Greer vali-
dated the cine imaging for sliding-window beams only, while
our test beam is a step-and-shoot beam. In more detail, step
and shoot beams involve different temporal characteristics of
MLC travel from a sliding-window beam. The EPID imag-
ing captures signals time-dependently through horizontal and
longitudinal scans across EPID. Furthermore, such temporal
nature can also be affected by the model of EPID and the as-
sociated acquisition software system (that affect the speed and
stability of scan) and the condition of a linear accelerator such
as dose rate stability.23 Therefore, the test beam needed to be
validated. For validation, we have compared a summed image
of cine images over time with images acquired in the integra-
tion mode. The integration mode is an established mode of
image acquisition for dosimetry with EPID, and thus the cine
acquisition can be validated through this comparison. Various
MUs from 10 to 200 were used to test the dependence of this
comparison on delivered dose. No phantom was placed for
this validation. For the cine mode, BeamOnDelay was set to
0 ms and the mode of Not-Synchronized-to-Beam-Pulses was
chosen.23

II.D.2. Measurements

After the cine mode validation, 4D dose reconstruction
from the cine images was performed and validated. That re-
construction process involved measurement and calculations
of the above test beam. For measurement, in-phantom film
dosimetry and EPID measurements using the cine mode were
performed on the homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms
which were placed on a moving platform. Films were placed
in the mid plane of the 10-cm thick phantoms and concur-
rently received irradiation while EPID image acquisition was
performed. During irradiation, the phantom with film moved
along the direction of in-plane with the period and distance
used in imaging. In all four-dimensional measurements, the
beam-on start was synchronized with the motion start of the
platform (i.e., at the base position) manually by visual deter-
mination through a camera.

II.D.3. Dose reconstruction

For dose reconstruction, we have calculated virtual beam-
let dose responses R

g
e and R

g
p, from an open beam (10

× 10 cm2) in moving homogeneous and heterogeneous
phantoms film measurement plane and EPID. The dose re-
sponses were calculated for the heterogeneous phantom case
for each phase. They were also calculated on the homoge-
neous phantom case only once for all phases. The XVMC
code with calculational details described above were similarly
used.

After measurements of the test beam, in-phantom dose
was reconstructed from the EPID images for each phase (t)
of the phantom move using Eq. (10). The phase-independent
responses were used for the entire cine images for the
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FIG. 4. Four-dimensional dose reconstruction diagram from EPID to phan-
tom. EPID images were temporal phase-sorted and assigned to corresponding
spatial phases. Darkened phases imply (partially) discontinued acquisition
due to MLC travel between segments.

reconstruction in the homogenous phantom. For the hetero-
geneous case, the phase-specific responses were used for the
corresponding phase-specific cine images. The process of
dose reconstruction is described in Fig. 4. During the entire
course of radiation delivery, the phantom moved four cycles
approximately. The temporal and interrelated positional
phases (10 phases) of the moving phantom imbedded with
film (upper diagram) are graphically represented as shown in
the figure. Note that although temporal phases were increas-
ing until the end of dose delivery even after the first cycle, po-
sitional phases were repeating. Therefore, only 10 positional
phases were depicted for the phantom. During these four cy-
cles of movement, continuously scanned EPID images were
acquired. They were then sorted at 10% temporal-phase in-
terval (translated from 10% positional phase interval based
on the ratio of 4.5 s/4.0 cm), thereby producing a total of 40
temporal phases. While the phantom motion is repetitive over
four cycles, EPID images are not, due to the nature of the dy-
namic beam (MLC change), requiring all 40 phases. This is
graphically represented in the diagram of four cycles next to
the EPID image phases (i.e., phase-sorted images) in Fig. 4
with each cycle allotted with 10 phases. Among these phases,
four temporal phases were correlated to each positional phase
of the phantom (graphically, they were vertically related). As
an example, if the reconstruction is done for the first 10% po-
sitional phase, then all images taken at this phase interval for
each cycle were processed with the precalculated responses
on the representative heterogeneous phantom image of the
same phase interval (see the arrowed lines). Therefore, recon-
struction calculations as many as the number of EPID images
were performed for each phase. After such calculations, the

reconstructed doses were summed for each phase. As a next
step, the reconstructed dose for each phase was summed over
all 10 phases considering the movement of the phantom: each
reconstructed dose was assigned to the corresponding posi-
tional phase of the phantom. More details on the image sort-
ing are explained in Sec. III. For the positional assignment,
phase t and dimension variables x for a sinusoidally moving
platform were related by Eq. (11),

x = x0 + α

2
·
(

1 − cos
(

2π · t

p

))
, (11)

where α is the amplitude of the moving platform; p is the pe-
riod of the moving platform; and x0 is the coordinate of a static
reference. The second term in the right-hand side is the travel
distance of the phantom at time t. This equation was digitized
into a finite set of data by a fixed interval (corresponding to
a phase interval) and used for the positional assignment. The
resultant distribution was compared with the dose that the in-
phantom film has been receiving while moving, during the en-
tire dose delivery, following the sinusoidal motion described
by Eq. (11).

The four-dimensional dose from the test beam was for-
wardly calculated for comparison with the reconstructed dose.
The process of phase sorting to construct the 4D dose was
conceptually identical to that for the dose reconstruction
(Fig. 4). For this process, Rp(t) was calculated for each com-

bination of beam apertures and phase-specific phantom im-
ages, and the phase-specific dose was calculated based on
Eq. (2). In more detail, for Rp(t) calculation the temporal

phases of phantom were sorted similarly to the sorting of
EPID images (Fig. 4). In the place of each phase-specific
EPID images in Fig. 4, the dose was calculated for each phase
in each corresponding phase-sorted images from each corre-
sponding beam segment. The segment was assigned as fol-
lows. As the test IMRT beam consists of three segments with
equal weights, a total of 40 temporal phases of phantom was
equally divided into three groups. The phantom phase in the
first 13.3 group received the irradiation from the first segment.
The second (13.4–16.6) and the third (16.7–40) groups re-
ceived the second and the third segments, respectively. If a
certain phase was associated with a noninteger phase num-
ber such as the 13.3th phase after the 13th phase, all relevant
beam segments (i.e., 1st and 2nd segments) were irradiated
to the corresponding phase-specific images (4th phase) and
the calculated response was determined by a ratio of contri-
bution from the two segments (30% and 70%, respectively).
Doses were similarly sorted into 10 phase-specific doses and
summed using Eq. (11).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

III.A. Reconstruction method validation

Figure 5 compares the reconstructed dose profile (b) with
the measured (a) and the forward MC-calculated (c) responses
for the test beam on the static film and phantom. In the
central profile comparison (d), the dose differences between
(b) and (a) in the central points of the maximum, medium,
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FIG. 5. (a) Dose profiles in cGy measured with film on a midplane in the flat phantom under no motion, (b) dose profiles reconstructed at the same condition,
(c) dose profiles forward-calculated at the same condition, (d) central dose profile comparison between the three at X = 100 mm, (e) dose differences along the
central in-planar direction.

and minimum shoulders were 1.0%, 2.0%, and 1.0%,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(e). Two-dimensional dose
comparison showed that 95.3% of the dose points above the
10% isodose line passed the criteria of gamma that is less
than one, given 3% dose difference (DD) or 3 mm distance to
agreement (DTA). The disagreement comes from an intrinsic
film dosimetry error (although this is a base of our compara-
tive evaluation), an EPID modeling error, a dose reconstruc-
tion algorithm error, and a Monte Carlo calculation error. The
pass rate was 99% between the reconstructed and forward
doses, given 2% DD and 2 mm DTA (100%, given 3% DD
and 3 mm DTA).

To quantitatively understand each error more in detail, the
Monte Carlo code, XVMC, was commissioned to be within
1% difference from ion chamber measurements.25 Film mea-
surement showed 2% difference at beam axis (i.e., flat dose

region) from forward Monte Carlo calculations in the same
study. Therefore, the film error was estimated to be 3% as a
maximum. Our calculational EPID model was determined to
be accurate within 2% from EPID measurement.28 This differ-
ence affected dose reconstruction accuracy because our algo-
rithm utilizes calculated EPID response. The dose reconstruc-
tion algorithm itself is as accurate as forward MC calculation
at beam axis (i.e., flat dose region), as it utilizes MC calcu-
lated responses. This was demonstrated in Fig. 5(e). As the al-
gorithm utilizes MC calculations for responses, the above MC
commissioning and EPID modeling errors (maximum 3%) af-
fected the overall dose reconstruction error. The dose recon-
struction error (containing evaluation near penumbra areas)
was quantified among the central dose profiles in Fig. 5(e)
compared with film measurement. Considering these indi-
vidual sources of errors, the pass rate of the new method is
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FIG. 6. (a) Beam profile comparison between integrated mode and cine
mode for the test intensity-modulated beam in EPID at 150 cm. The cine
mode data displayed above was determined after integration over time. (b)
Relative difference showing ratio of integrated mode to cine mode.

reasonable validating the dose reconstruction method for the
test beam used in this study. It is noteworthy that the original
algorithm of dose reconstruction showed a higher 99.8%
gamma pass rate given the criteria of 3% DD and 3 mm
DTA, compared with film measurement, for a beam similar
to the current test beam. The approximation in the derivation
of the generalized response-based method of dose reconstruc-
tion may have led to the lower pass rate by 4.5%.

III.B. 4D dose reconstruction

III.B.1. Validation of EPID cine imaging

Figure 6 compares dose distributions between the cine
(after integration over time) and integration modes of acqui-
sition for the test beam irradiated with various MUs. The
agreement was within 1% at the depth of dose maximum at
200 MU. The maximum difference of 18.6% was observed at
10 MU, the lowest MU, as listed in Table I. The discrepancy

TABLE I. Response differences between integrated mode and cine mode for
the test intensity-modulated beam with varying MUs. The differences were
determined at the point of dose maximum.

MU Difference (%)

10 18.6
30 4.6
50 2.8
100 1.5
200 0.8

TABLE II. Phase sorting of EPID images for four-dimensional dose recon-
struction. EPID images acquired for the irradiation on the heterogeneous
phantom were temporal-phase-sorted considering a single frame acquisition
time of 0.0606 s, MLC travel duration of 0.85 s between segments, and phan-
tom movement time of 4.5 s/cycle. Similar sorting was performed for the
irradiation on the homogeneous phantom. Highlighted phases correspond to
MLC travel duration.

Motion Phases Sorted Irradiation Delivery
cycle (%) image number Subsum time (s) timea (s)

1 10 7 0.42 0.42
20 8 15 0.91 0.91
30 7 22 1.33 1.33
40 8 30 1.82 1.82
50 7 37 2.24 2.24
60 8 45 2.73 2.73
70 7 52 3.15 3.15
80 8 60 3.64 3.64
90 7 67 4.06 4.06

100 8 75 4.55 4.55

2 10 7 82 4.97 4.97
20 8 90 5.45 5.45
30 5.88
40 1 91 5.52 6.36
50 7 98 5.94 6.79
60 8 106 6.42 7.27
70 7 113 6.85 7.70
80 8 121 7.33 8.18
90 7 128 7.76 8.61

100 8 136 8.24 9.09

3 10 7 143 8.67 9.52
20 8 151 9.15 10.00
30 7 158 9.58 10.42
40 8 166 10.06 10.91
50 7 173 10.48 11.33
60 3 176 10.67 11.82
70 12.24
80 6 182 11.03 12.73
90 7 189 11.45 13.15

100 8 197 11.94 13.64

4 10 7 204 12.36 14.06
20 8 212 12.85 14.55
30 7 219 13.27 14.97
40 8 227 13.76 15.45
50 7 234 14.18 15.88
60 8 242 14.67 16.36
70 7 249 15.09 16.79
80 8 257 15.58 17.27
90 4 261 15.82 17.52

100

aDelivery time includes MLC travel time.

was variable with delivered MUs: it increased with decreasing
MUs. This is believed to be due to beam instability at the start
of acquisition and reading loss for the cine mode during MLC
movement.23 This shows limitations of the cine acquisition of
step-and-shoot irradiation which need to be considered for fu-
ture applications. More work on this aspect is necessary, but
it is beyond the scope of this study. We have used 80 MUs
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FIG. 7. (a) Dose profiles in cGy for the test IMRT beam measured with film on a midplane in the homogeneous flat phantom that was under motion, (b) dose
profiles reconstructed at the same condition, (c) dose profiles forward-calculated at the same condition, (d) central dose profile comparison between the three at
X = 100 mm, and (e) gamma comparison between dose profiles measured with film and reconstructed.

for all measurements in this study considering this discrep-
ancy (2%) and film saturation. Such systematic discrepancy
was corrected for in this study.

III.B.2. Dose reconstruction

Table II shows EPID image sorting to each temporal phase
of radiation delivery. Through the evaluation of image acqui-
sition time of each image (i.e., dicom header information), we
could identify that 16 and 17 frames were acquired in a sec-
ond implying that 1/16.5 or 0.0606 s was spent for a single
image acquisition. Certain acquisition times were associated
with a number of frames that are smaller than such number
of frames per second. At these times, MLC traveled between
segments, thereby stopping irradiation. The number of lacked

frames was translated into the time spent for MLC travel, re-
vealing that exactly 14 frames (0.85 s) were missing during
each MLC travel. Note that the continuous scan is a mode
of acquisition synchronized to beam pulses. Therefore, dur-
ing the duration of no beam irradiation (MLC travel due to
step-and-shoot irradiation) image acquisition did not occur,
although the phantom moved. The phases associated with the
MLC travel were identified and are highlighted in Table II and
Fig. 4. For each temporal phase of image acquisition (4.5 s/10
phases or 0.45 s/phase), 7.4 frames (0.45 s/0.0606 s/frame)
were approximately assigned. Therefore, we have assigned
seven and eight frames alternatively from the first acquired
image to each succeeding phase that is distributed through-
out the entire beam delivery and the four cycles of the phan-
tom motion. Table II shows the assigned image numbers and
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FIG. 8. (a) Dose profiles in cGy for the test IMRT beam measured with film on a midplane in the heterogeneous phantom that was under motion, (b) dose
profiles reconstructed at the same condition, (c) dose profiles forward-calculated at the same condition, (d) central dose profile comparison between the three at
X = 100 mm, and (e) gamma comparison between dose profiles measured with film and reconstructed.

irradiation and delivery times (MLC travel time inclusive) for
each phase and cycle. In this process, we have skipped as-
signing or partially assigned the phases associated with the
MLC travel. In total, 80 MU was delivered at 300 MU/min
(or 5 MU/s). This corresponds to 16 s of irradiation time, if
no dose rate fluctuation was assumed, during which the con-
tinuous images were acquired. This agreed with the total ir-
radiation time of 15.82 s in Table II. The difference of 0.18 s
comes from the assignment of 15 (7 + 8) frames per 2 phases
rather than 14.8 frames (7.4 × 2) and imperfect beam stability
during irradiation.

Figure 7 compares the reconstructed dose profile with
the measured and the forward test beam delivered to the
film and homogenous phantom in motion. In the compari-
son, 99.7% of dose points above 10% isodose line passed
the criteria of gamma less than one, given 3% DD and 3 mm

DTA. The agreement was acceptable, considering the above-
discussed sources of errors and added sources: the use of a
finite phase interval of 10% (despite continuous film move-
ment with which the reconstructed dose is compared) for
response calculation and dose reconstruction from cine im-
ages of EPID, minor image sorting error as discussed above,
and the additional manual synchronization error discussed in
Sec. II. The pass rate was 96.1% between the reconstructed
and forward doses, given 2% DD and 2 mm DTA (99.8%,
given 3% DD and 3 mm DTA). Note that the shape of the
profile in Fig. 7(c) is different from that in Fig. 5(c) due
to the motion of the phantom. The dose reconstruction cal-
culation has involved 261 matrix calculations (equivalent to
the number of the acquired cine images) and data process-
ing using precalculated responses. This took 6 min. The cal-
culation of virtual-beamlet responses spent approximately
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8 s for each beamlet (0.5 × 0.5 cm) and a total of 53.3 min
for the open field of 10 × 10 cm using dual six core
2.93 GHz Intel XEON CPUs and 12.0 GB RAM. A substan-
tially faster calculation (13.3 min) was possible with a beam-
let size of 1 × 1 cm, which still produced comparable pass
rates lower by less than 1%. This calculation was performed
for each phase for the heterogeneous case, constituting 10
calculations.

Figure 8 compares the reconstructed dose profile with the
measured and the forwardly calculated profiles for the test
beam that was delivered to the film and phantom in motion
for the heterogeneous phantom. In the comparison, 96.4% of
dose points passed the criteria of gamma less than one, given
3% DD and 3 mm DTA. The pass rate was 98.3% between
the reconstructed and forward doses, given 2% DD and 2 mm
DTA (100%, given 3% DD and 3 mm DTA).

IV. CONCLUSION

This study has proposed and validated a new, faster al-
gorithm of inverse dose reconstruction that employs prede-
termined generalized dose responses and their ratio. Using
predetermined dose responses and the new algorithm, numer-
ous reconstruction processes that are equivalent to the num-
ber of continuously scanned EPID images were performed
successfully and relatively quickly for 4D dose reconstruc-
tion. Therefore, this study has demonstrated the feasibility of
4D dose reconstruction using the continuous mode of image
acquisition in EPID. This study finds its value as a first study
on inverse 4D dose reconstruction that can be applicable to
the validation of radiation delivery on moving organs (that in-
cludes various modern 4D delivery methods). Further studies
include optimization of time interval for cine imaging, auto-
mated image sorting, and demonstration of 4D reconstruction
on a humanoid phantom with more irregular breathing traces.
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